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Memorandum 
 
Date:  16 March 2017 
 
To:    Duncan Palmer (Operations Manager, Kimberley DOW) 

Karis Tingey (Program Manager, Kimberley Licensing DOW) 
Josephine Searle (Senior Hydrogeologist DOW) 

 
From:   Glenn Harrington (Director & Principal Hydrogeologist) 
 
Cc:  Cameron McDonald (Australian Standard Agriculture) 
  David Yu (Archstone Investment) 
 
Subject:  DOW Endorsement of H3 Hydrogeological Assessment approach for 

Shamrock Station Stage 1 Irrigation Development 
 
 
This memorandum provides a record of the key discussion points and agreed outcomes of 
meetings held between Australian Standard Agriculture, Innovative Groundwater 
Solutions and Department of Water in Broome on Monday 13th March 2017, and 
subsequently at Shamrock Station on Tuesday 14th March 2017. 
 

1. Shamrock Station plans for staged development 
 

ASA and IGS proposed a staged approach to water resources development for 
irrigation at Shamrock Station, acknowledging the complexities of numerous other 
permit and approvals processes that have the potential to undermine our water 
availability assessment. Stage 1 will focus on the northern boundary of the station, 
immediately east of the Great Northern Highway. It will comprise between 10-12 
centre pivots of 40 Ha each and require 18 ML/Ha/yr. The crop irrigation 
requirement has been estimated in consultation with Chris Ham of DAFWA Broome 
utilizing local climate data. Accordingly, ASA will require an Annual Water 
Entitlement (AWE) of 8.64 GL for Stage 1, subject to satisfactory H3 assessment. 
 
DOW endorsed the proposed staged approach and welcomed ASA’s commitment 
to provide new knowledge and information as it comes to hand in order to 
facilitate ongoing publication of Evaluation Statements, as well as the imminent 
review of the 2010 La Grange Groundwater Allocation Plan. 
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2. Departmental approach for processing water licence applications 
 
IGS and ASA sought further information on how DOW is planning to process and 
assess the unprecedented number of recent water licence applications in La 
Grange. All parties understood and appreciated that this was one of the key reasons 
for DOW staff to visit La Grange proponents at this time. 
 
DOW advised that at present the current combined volume of all applications is in 
excess of 50 GL for the La Grange north and south sub-areas (i.e., exceeding the 
current allocation limit). However they also cautioned that applications were not 
going to be assessed on a first-in-first-served basis; instead each proponent’s 
proposed development will be assessed on its individual merits with regards to 
predicted cumulative impacts on existing users of the resource (including 
groundwater dependent ecosystems) and the salt water interface. 

 
3. IGS approach for Stage 1 H3 Hydrogeological Assessment 
 
The attached Table from IGS’ presentation is provided to summarise our approach to 
address each element of the H3 assessment, as detailed in the report DOW (2009) 
Operational policy no. 5.12 – Hydrogeological reporting associated with a groundwater 
well licence. 
 

a. IGS proposed and DOW agreed that recent findings of the DAFWA Royalties 
for Regions project in La Grange provide sufficient regional hydrogeological 
information and the best possible local-scale information on which to base 
the H3 assessment for Stage 1. Specific examples include the following: 

i. baseline hydrochemistry analysis on both historical stock bores and 
new monitoring bores – two of which are located immediately up-
gradient and down-gradient of the Stage 1 area; 

ii. exploratory drilling of nested monitoring bores; 
iii. AEM survey that has provided additional confidence in aquifer 

saturated thickness and position of the saltwater interface; 
iv. IGS’s recharge and flow investigation for DAFWA, the results of which 

form the key input data for the groundwater model; and  
v. 48-hour constant rate aquifer pumping test performed by GCS on 

existing production bore PB1, which is within the Stage 1 
development area.  

 
IGS and ASA acknowledged that the same level of high-quality, local-scale 
hydrogeological information is not currently available in the areas proposed 
for Stages 2 and 3, and thus further investigation including drilling and 
aquifer pumping tests will be required in those areas over the next 1-3 years. 
 

b. IGS proposed – on basis of recent discussions with Drs. Richard George and 
Paul Raper – that the numerical groundwater flow model currently being 
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built by DAFWA would not be appropriate for the purpose of the H3 
assessment for Shamrock. Accordingly, IGS will construct and calibrate a 
new numerical groundwater flow model for Shamrock and surrounds that 
utilises the same input data as being used for the DAFWA model, and that is 
consistent with industry best practice as outlined in the Australian 
Groundwater Modelling Guidelines. 

 
The new model will be calibrated in steady state to historical head 
measurements across the model domain, as well as the inferred position of 
the toe of the SWI. However, IGS noted that DAFWA now consider the 
mapped position of the SWI to be incorrect due to the presence of a fine-
grained, conductive lithology at the base of the Broome Sandstone. Hence 
the position of the actual toe is believed to be several kilometers further 
west towards the coast. 
 
IGS will simulate the impacts of proposed Stage 1 abstraction on water 
levels at existing licensed and unlicensed users, potential GDEs as mapped 
using NDVI, and the movement of the SWI. 
 

c. IGS and ASA committed to the drilling of additional production bores and 
monitoring bores for each stage of development, with Stage 1 drilling to 
commence after the AWE has been granted, and Stage 2/3 drilling to 
commence prior to application for additional water. 

 
4. Data Requirements 
 

a. Existing groundwater users – licensed 
 
DOW requested that IGS include the simulation of current or potential 
future impacts caused by licensed abstraction at Shamrock Gardens, and 
agreed to provide the production bore locations and either metered or 
estimated monthly abstraction volumes. 
 

b. Existing groundwater users – unlicensed 
 
DOW requested that IGS also report predicted water level drawdown and, if 
relevant, impacts on the position of the SWI at Aboriginal community water 
supply bores to the west of Stage 1 near the coast. DOW agreed to provide 
the specific locations and any available details of groundwater abstraction 
for these communities. 
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Table 1. IGS approach to address H3 Hydrogeological Assessment 
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karen.crews

From: Cameron McDonald <cameron@aus-standard.com>
Sent: Thursday, 21 September 2017 2:09 PM
To: karen.crews
Subject: FW: Shamrock s120 permit

Fyi div permit  
 
Regards 
 
Cameron McDonald 
Project Manager 
 
M:  0455 477 655 
E:  cameron@aus-standard.com 
W: http://www.aus-standard.com/ 
 
P.O. Box 216 
BRIGHTON    SA    5048 
 

 
Important - “This email is private & confidential. The message may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any review, retransmission, 
dissemination or other use of, or taking of any action in reliance upon this information, by persons or entities other than the intended recipient is 
prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, you must not disclose or use the information contained in it in any way. If you have received this 
email in error, please notify us immediately by return email and delete the email and any attachments. Any personal views or opinions expressed 
by the writer may not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of Australian Standard Agriculture.” 
 
 

From: Bailey, Helena [mailto:Helena.Bailey@lands.wa.gov.au]  
Sent: Saturday, 16 September 2017 12:37 PM 
To: Cameron McDonald <cameron@aus‐standard.com> 
Cc: Sidhu, Sundave <Sundave.Sidhu@lands.wa.gov.au> 
Subject: Shamrock s120 permit 
 
Hi Cameron, 
 
Minutes from 31 August meeting have been signed off. The permit application for Shamrock was considered and I 
can confirm that the s120 permit was approved in principle pending the grant of the clearing permit under the 
Environmental Protection Act 1986. 
 
So the Board has no objection to the proposed permit however the diversification permit can’t be issued until the 
clearing approval has been granted. Please let Sunny know once the clearing approval has come through and he can 
process accordingly. 
 
 
Kind Regards and all the best! 
 
Helena Bailey  |  Development Officer  |  Pastoral Lands 
Level 11, 140 William Street, Perth, WA 6000 
6552 4523 
helena.bailey@lands.wa.gov.au  |  www.dplh.wa.gov.au 
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The department acknowledges the Aboriginal peoples of Western Australia as the traditional custodians of this land and we pay 
our respects to their Elders, past and present. 
 
Disclaimer: this email and any attachments are confidential, and may be legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, 
any use, disclosure, distribution or copying of this material is strictly prohibited. If you have received this email in error please 
notify the sender immediately by replying to this email, then delete both emails from your system. 

 
This email and any attachments to it are also subject to copyright and any unauthorised reproduction, adaptation or 
transmission is prohibited. There is no warranty that this email is error or virus free. 
This notice should not be removed.  
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